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The total amount and time distribution of rainfall are crucial as they significantly influence the peak flow in 
rainfall-runoff analysis. Mostly, HUFF(1967) method is being used for rainfall’s time distribution; however, 
Huff’s method is a time distribution method used for rainfall designed for observed rainfall data for a single rain 
of above certain a threshold, so it utilizes only one summation curve regardless of rainfall’s duration time. 
Therefore, it cannot properly reflect the characteristics of rainfall distribution according to rainfall’s duration 
time. In addition, it exhibits a problem that the peak flood is underestimated in small urban basins.  

This study is intended to solve the biggest problems of Huff’s method, not properly considering the 
characteristics of time distribution variations for each duration time and applying the criteria rainfall amount for 
rainfall’s total amount in each of the rainfall events in a lump. Accordingly, we used AWS’(Automatic Weather 
Stations) minute-based observational data to build up POT(Peaks over threshold) series with annual peak data 
and developed rainfall’s time distribution model appropriate for the urban basin based on the actual rainfall 
events that had happened in the past. This study aims to propose a watershed-based rainfall time distribution 
model applicable not only for the flood forecasting and warning, but also for the hydro-infrastructure design. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The time distribution of rainfall determines how rainfall is distributed in time during a given duration and it is 
very important for the distribution of rainfall to be as natural as possible (Yoo and Park, 2012). However, 
previous methods do not appropriately reflect the distributional properties of storm events, as noted by previous 
studies(Huff, 1967, 1986, 1990; Knapp and Terstriep, 1981; Adams and Papa, 2000; Jang et al., 2006a,b). This 
study preserves the properties of storm event time distribution from a hydrologic standpoint instead of a 
meteorological standpoint and attempts to develop time distribution for flood forecasts that can appropriately 
estimate peak flow volume.  
 

2 DATA AND STUDY AREA 

The Korean Meteorological Administration is operating 79 Surface Synoptic Stations (SSS) and 476 Automatic 
Weather Stations (AWS) in Korea and this study developed a rainfall time distribution method for urban flood 
forecasts for Dorimcheon where urban flooding damage has been frequently occurring recently (Figure 1). While 
Surface Synoptic Stations (SSS) and Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) are all observing rainfall in minute 
units (1 minute), quality management of rainfall data is not being conducted properly due to excessive data and 
limited manpower. At this, most hydrologic analyses are being conducted using the hourly rainfall data of 
Surface Synoptic Stations for which quality management is being well conducted. However, time distribution for 
the flood forecasts of small-medium rivers and urban rivers must also include storm events with short durations 
such as localized heavy rain. In particular, when calculating using Huff’s method, which uses hour units, site 
divisions are vague so rainfall time distributions of 3 hours are less are mostly excluded from analysis. However, 



when minute unit rainfall data is used, not only can these problems be supplemented, but temporal variation 
properties of short term storm events such as localized heavy rain can be better put into consideration. Therefore, 
this study conducted rainfall time distribution analysis for urban flooding forecasts by managing the quality of 
minute unit rainfall data of AWS, which have shorter data periods than SSS(Surface Synoptic Stations) but 
which compose denser observation networks.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Rainfall observation point 

 

3 THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICABILITY OF RAINFALL TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR 
URBAN FLOODING FORECASTS 

When rainfall time distribution for urban flooding forecasts are calculated, focus should be placed on rainfall 
standards or forecast occurrence times for the execution of flooding forecasts and on predicting the peak flow 
volume of storm events within a certain range. Therefore, this study applied the threshold value to storm events 
categorized as dry duration periods (Inter-event time definition: IETD) (Yoo et al. 2012; Yoo et al. 2016) and 
made applications categorizing these as partial storm events (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2. Concept of partial storm events 

 
Calculating rainfall time distribution for urban flood forecasts in the form of a dimensionless cumulative rainfall 
curve is identical to Huff’s method but the categorization of the four-quartile Huff distributions was not made. 
Huff’s method divides the four quartile into 36 using exceedance probabilities ranging from 10~90%. Making 
applications to flood forecasts using the exceedance probabilities of all quartiles can bring confusion to securing 
golden times and to users. Also, because forecasts and infrastructure design plans have different purposes and 
properties, quartile categorizations were not used and cumulative occurrence probabilities ranging from 1~99% 



were illustrated. Of the cumulative rainfall curve, cumulative occurrence probabilities from 20~90%, which are 
the middle part of the curve, had small ranges between each occurrence probability so they were set with 10% 
ranges, and 1~5% and 95~99%, which fall under extreme time distributions, were categorized using 2% intervals 
(Figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 3. Application of cumulative rainfall curve of time distribution 

 
 

Figure 4. Runoff analysis of applying the dimensionless cumulative rainfall curve 
 
As shown in Figure 4, when rainfall time distribution is made with durations extracted using partial storm events 
and the total amount of storm events, outflow volume can be underestimated or overestimated. If the difference 
between the total amount of the total rainfall duration time and partial storm events is large, then even larger 
peak flow volume differences will be shown and overestimations of up to 30% can be found. While this means 

 



that periods when this difference can be minimized are appropriate dry duration periods (IETD), definite dry 
duration periods cannot be set, as seen in previous studies. In particular, for outflow analyses to consider storm 
events such as localized heavy rain, calculations are made using areal rainfall instead of point precipitation and it 
is difficult to clearly categorize storm events such as the rainfall of each point with calculated areal rainfall. Even 
if rainfall occurs, the categorization of storm events categorized using the threshold values becomes vague. 
Therefore, the most appropriate solution is to conduct outflow analysis by categorizing the total amount of 
partial storm events using accumulated rainfall patterns and this will allow the most accurate and logical 
predictions of peak flow volume. In addition, the rainfall time distribution model for urban flood forecasts 
developed in this study will allow anticipative flooding forecasts in connection with predicted rainfall using 
radars.  
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